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Pratie Exerises

11.1 Desribe bene�ts and drawbaks of a soure-driven arhiteture for gathering

of data at a data warehouse, as ompared to a destination-driven arhiteture.

Answer:

In a destination-driven arhiteture for gathering data, data transfers from the

data soures to the data warehouse are based on demand from the warehouse,

whereas in a soure-driven arhiteture, the transfers are initiated by eah

soure.

The bene�ts of a soure-driven arhiteture are

�

Data an be propagated to the destination as soon as they beome avail-

able. For a destination-driven arhiteture to ollet data as soon as they

are available, the warehouse would have to probe the soures frequently,

leading to a high overhead.

�

The soure does not have to keep historial information. As soon as data

are updated, the soure an send an update message to the destination

and forget the history of the updates. In ontrast, in a destination-driven

arhiteture, eah soure has to maintain a history of data whih have not

yet been olleted by the data warehouse. Thus storage requirements at

the soure are lower for a soure-driven arhiteture.

On the other hand, a destination-driven arhiteture has the following advan-

tages.

�

In a soure-driven arhiteture, the soure has to be ative and must han-

dle error onditions suh as not being able to ontat the warehouse for

some time. It is easier to implement passive soures, and a single ative

warehouse. In a destination-driven arhiteture, eah soure is required to

provide only a basi funtionality of exeuting queries.
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�

The warehouse has more ontrol on when to arry out data gathering

ativities and when to proess user queries; it is not a good idea to perform

both simultaneously, sine they may on�it on loks.

11.2 Draw a diagram that shows how the lassroom relation of our university exam-

ple as shown in Appendix A would be stored under a olumn-oriented storage

struture.

Answer:

The relation would be stored in three �les, one per attribute, as shown below.

We assume that the row number an be inferred impliitly from position, by

using �xed-size spae for eah attribute. Otherwise, the row number would also

have to be stored expliitly.

building

Pakard

Painter

Taylor

Watson

Watson

room number

101

514

3128

100

120

apaity

500

10

70

30

50

11.3 Consider the takes relation. Write an SQL query that omputes a ross-tab

that has a olumn for eah of the years 2017 and 2018, and a olumn for all,

and one row for eah ourse, as well as a row for all. Eah ell in the table

should ontain the number of students who took the orresponding ourse in

the orresponding year, with olumn all ontaining the aggregate aross all

years, and row all ontaining the aggregate aross all ourses.

Answer:
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11.4 Consider the data warehouse shema depited in Figure 11.2. Give an SQL

query to summarize sales numbers and prie by store and date, along with the

hierarhies on store and date.

Answer:

query:

selet store-id, ity, state, ountry,

date, month, quarter, year,

sum(number), sum(prie)

from sales, store, date

where sales.store-id = store.store-id and

sales.date = date.date

groupby rollup(ountry, state, ity, store-id),

rollup(year, quarter, month, date)

11.5 Classi�ation an be done using lassi�ation rules, whih have a ondition, a

lass, and a on�dene; the on�dene is the perentage of the inputs satisfying

the ondition that fall in the spei�ed lass.

For example, a lassi�ation rule for redit ratings may have a ondition

that salary is between $30,000 and $50,000, and eduation level is graduate,

with the redit rating lass of good, and a on�dene of 80%. A seond rulemay

have a ondition that salary is between $30,000 and $50,000, and eduation

level is high-shool, with the redit rating lass of satisfatory, and a on�dene

of 80%. A third rule may have a ondition that salary is above $50,001, with

the redit rating lass of exellent, and on�dene of 90%. Show a deision tree

lassi�er orresponding to the above rules.

Show how the deision tree lassi�er an be extended to reord the on�-

dene values.

Answer:

FILL IN

11.6 Consider a lassi�ation problem where the lassi�er predits whether a per-

son has a partiular disease. Suppose that 95% of the people tested do not

su�er from the disease. Let pos denote the fration of true positives, whih is

5% of the test ases, and let neg denote the fration of true negatives, whih is

95% of the test ases. Consider the following lassi�ers:

�

Classi�er C

1

, whih always predits negative (a rather useless lassi�er, of

ourse).

�

Classi�er C

2

, whih predits positive in 80% of the ases where the person

atually has the disease but also predits positive in 5% of the ases where

the person does not have the disease.
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�

Classi�er C

3

, whih predits positive in 95% of the ases where the person

atually has the disease but also predits positive in 20% of the ases where

the person does not have the disease.

For eah lassi�er, let t pos denote the true positive fration, that is the fration

of ases where the lassi�er predition was positive, and the person atually

had the disease. Let f pos denote the false positive fration, that is the fration

of ases where the predition was positive, but the person did not have the

disease. Let t neg denote true negative and f neg denote false negative frations,

whih are de�ned similarly, but for the ases where the lassi�er predition

was negative.

a. Compute the following metris for eah lassi�er:

i. Auray, de�ned as (t pos + t neg)_(pos+neg), that is, the fration of

the time when the lassi�er gives the orret lassi�ation.

ii. Reall (also known as sensitivity) de�ned as t pos_pos, that is, how

many of the atual positive ases are lassi�ed as positive.

iii. Preision, de�ned as t pos/(t pos+f pos), that is, how often the positive

predition is orret.

iv. Spei�ity, de�ned as t neg/neg.

b. If you intend to use the results of lassi�ation to perform further sreen-

ing for the disease, how would you hoose between the lassi�ers?

. On the other hand, if you intend to use the result of lassi�ation to start

mediation, where the mediation ould have harmful e�ets if given to

someone who does not have the disease, how would you hoose between

the lassi�ers?

Answer:

FILL
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